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ABSTRACT. Thu magnotiu anisotropy and susceptibility of FoSiF^. Olf^ ^O havu 
b('('n measured i?) tlai toinpemturo rauRo 300'' 00"K. No phase transition has boon observed
ill this crypt al, in conlrnst t o the eas(» of the isomoiphous eolinlt and manganese salts. iVh'tisiijv- 
merits Jin crystals dilntfMl with ZiiSiUQ.OHgO in ratios of 1 ; 1 and 1 : 10 show that the diluna 
ions do not radically modify tiro natoro and symimdry of the ligand Held a t the f(Ti’ons ion. 
as in lli(‘ la tti'r easr's. However, the exporimontrd data may be fitted with a refined tbeorv 
(wliioh im-hides the effects of th(» trigonal fi(dd and the spin orf>it interaction and the covaien' A 
factons) on tlie plausihlo assumption tha t the anisotropie field param ett'r changes with Uan- 
perature, the variations being more drastic in the dilute crystals tlian in the pure in tlie tem­
poral iiro range studied. The available o.s.r. data have bi'eri analysed in th(' light of the ahovi' 
findings.
T N T H  O D l M ^ T l  O N
Among t he hexahydratod fluosilicaies of the iron group of (doim^nts, ilio f<T]‘oiis 
salt is our ol’ tlu  ^ most extt^isivt^ly studied from lh(  ^ magnetic and optical (in­
cluding c.s.r. and Mossbautu* spt'ctra), as wcdl as structural standpoints. T1k‘ 
neutron diffraction analysis of the cryslal by Hamilton (1962) shows the space 
group to be ll3m with one molecuh' in tlu  ^ unit cell. Each Fc-  ^ ion is surrouud(‘d 
by six oxygens from tlic ligands. thc‘ ocialK'dron Ix'ing cloHf/atf^ d along the f l l ll  
axis Avhieh coineides with tlie trigonal axis of th(' crystal. On the other hand, 
the magnetic susceptibility ilata of *fackson (1959) and Ohtsuka (1959) in tlu' 
range ll'^-VK  show that tin? susceptibility along the trigonal axis, XlU snialkd* 
than that in the normal direction, ;\'i , apparently indicating that the octahedron 
is squat, on the point charge model approach (see discussions).
The theory of the magnetic susceptibility of thti crystal was worked out by 
Palumbo (1958) to explain Jackson’s data, using the Spin Hamiltonian technique. 
However, only the lowest three levels in the ligand field and spin-orbit perturbations 
were taken into account on the assumption that A > > |A 1 , where A is tin* 
trigonal field sjilitting parameter and A the spin-orbit coupling coefficient.
In calculating the electric quadrupolo moment, of 14.4 keV state of 
from the Mosfll)auer spectra of FeSiF,;, fiHgO, Eicher (1963) (see also Johnson, 
et ah, 1962; Ono and Ito, 1964) deduced expressions for fine structure energy
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levels and magnetic susceptibility. We showed lliat the value of A which had 
boon “ifticon to bo 1200 c*iii \\{is loo find .sliould lx* «« 7o() to tit IIk  ^
suHceptibility as well as ib(‘ rlc^ctrir (luadrupolc* inoinont data, ilowovcj*, ho did 
not consider the effects of the overlap of the 3d eh'ction orliitals with th<‘ U^and 
oxygen orbitals. These effects have l)cen takiai into aeeount by Bose and Kai
(1965).
Previous investigations on other isoinorphons eiyslals oi‘this se rk s, (‘.g., the 
manganese (Tsujikawa and Coulim^. 1955), cobalt (JMajumdar and Bat la, 1905) 
and copper salts (Thesis, Majuiudar I960, unpublisluxl) i(‘V('al a phase transition 
ill the region 220"—270"K with the formation of a liybrid' (aystal (Ubbelohdt'. 
and Woodward, 1 94 5 ) of a 1o w (m* symimdry at low temperature's. Ouj* magnetic 
data on thc^  cobalt and copjx'r salts indicate a dmstic change in the ligand field 
symmetry and strength wliieli accompanies tlu'phase'transition in these crystals. 
On diluting the crystals witli the zinc or manganesi' sails the occurrence of the 
phase transitkm was found te> be deponde'iit on the nature' of lh(‘ dilue'ut. It may 
bo noted here that the neutron diffraction data (Hamilton, 1962) do not shoAV 
any I'vidence of an order-disorder t ransformatibn in tVSih\j, 611.0 de)\vn to 9trK.
In the presemt work we have iiive.stigated the' magnetic behaviemr eit the iin- 
dilute'd ferrous salt, as vvc'll as those dilute^d wilh the zinc salt in different propor- 
lions with a view te> stueiying phase transition ( flecls if any, and to coi rolate the 
reliiK'd the^oiy of Bost' and Rai (1965) with our (‘xperimental data in the range 
300 ’—OO 'K, as alsej those e>f Jackson (1959) al 77'K and low er.
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Fe'iTems Hue>silieate was pre'part'd by disse)lving 99.9'\, [)ur(' iron wire* in cold 
dilute hydrofluosilicic aeid (prepareil '^ bv tin' gradual action of powdered 
([uartz with dilute hydrofluoric acid). The solution was eoiieentrated in a desic­
cator connecU'd to a water pump and ervstallized over sulphuric acid in a nitrogen 
atmosphere. The pale green prismatic eryslals gave* an assay value of 99.5% 
Ee/^ f and were almost imU'finiti'ly stable when store.ii in a cool and dry atniovsplu're. 
The zinc salt was preparc'd from reagent (|uality zine carbonate and HgSiFg, 
followed by evaporation and crystallization. JMixed crystals w(‘re prepared and 
analysed in the usual manner, in all cases repeated fractional crystallization was 
performed to achieve the highest degree of purity.
The magnetic anisotropy, Ay, of the crystals was nu'asui ed in a toi sion balance 
reported earlier (Majuindar and Datta, 1965). No detectablii anisotropy was ob­
served down to 90°K in the plane normal to the trigonal (c) axis in cither the pure 
or the diluted crystals. Measurements in different planes containing the c axis 
gave identical anisotropy, as shown in figure 1, which includes results for two such 
orientations. Neither any sharp change in colour nor any abnormal thermal 
expansion of the crystal was observed. These tacts reveal that these lerrous
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salts do not undergo any change in crystallographic, and hence magnetic symmetry 
in the temperature range studied, in contrast to the case of the cobalt and cobalt- 
manganese mixed crystals.
For the measuremenl of magnetic susceptibility, Xi^  ^ Curie-type torsional 
balance designed by Bose et al.  ^ (1964) was used. The crystal was mounted with 
the c-axis vortical and the susceptibility measured in the horizontal plane. The
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Fig. 1. Magnetic anisotropy of (Fe, nZn) SiFe.OHaO.
observed values of anisotropy and susceptibility, (Ay)^5, and (Xi)oh6^
of the mixed crystal were corrected for the diamagnetism of the constituents
from the relationship :
iX^ - X w )p  = (X i - X \ \ ) o b B - { n + l ) ( X i  -X \\)zr> (1)
ixi)p ==
where the quantiti(?s with the suffix p  stand for the Po(H5jO)fl^ + complex, the sub­
script Zn  denotes the zinc salt and in (2) the suffix i stands for || and n being 
the number of moles of the zinc salt per mole of th(7 ferrous salt (evidently n 
zero for the undiluted crystal when the residual diamagnetic term in (1) refersio tlie 
Fe^* salt only), the difference in the diamagnetism of the ion cores of Fe^^ and 
Zn^* being neglected in comparison with I^x Xi- The diamagnetic suscepti­
bilities of the zinc salt were found to be : Xx ~  —135.8 and x\\ =  —136,6 in the 
usual 10"*® cgs em units, and were found to be temperature independent.
The anisotropy data for w — 0, 0.855 and 9.81 are shown in figure 1. How­
ever, the susceptibility data for only the first two are shown in figure 2, since the
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ground triplet, an d ^ l i ^ p l r ^ b l e t , s y n m i c t r y  into a 
as also that containing 10% of the Fe^+ salt M ^ sp^otra of the pure crystal
vibronic band at 10.68 kK (l kK ~  l o '  T l  ^
V = * y / |  |2> - y j l  |_ 1 >
r*r=  |0>
= l - 2 > + ^ |  | l ;
while those for the upper state are
V*=-y/g |2>+-y/| )-■ >
(3)
(4)
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Under a trigonal distortion of the octahedral field the split components of T^g± 
will mix with those of Eg± from which it is possible to calculate the admixtural 
coefficients an, ax along and normal to the trigonal field axis (Abragam and Pryce, 
1951; Bose and Rai, 1966). In  our present work we shall take an, ax', to bo 
adjustable parameters. We then make use of the fact that the set of wave func­
tions (3) behave as atomic P-functions with an effective orbital quantum 
number U  Using the technique of Abragam and Pryce (1951) we classify
the states according to the m {^  MjJ-\-Ms) values. The Hamiltonian for the 
trigonal field and spin-orbit interaction is then written as
(5)
where =  (| or_L) is the spin orbit coupling coefficient along and normal to the 
trigonal axis, reduced from the free ion value and rendered anisotropic because ol 
covalent overlap between central ion and ligand charge clouds.
The 15x15 matrix corresponding to ilf/,' =  1, 0, — 1 and Mg — 2 , 1, 0, 
— 1, —2 can then be broken up into two cubic (for w 0, ~  ± 1 , the former
further reducing to a quadratic and a linear equation), a quadratic (for m =  
and a linear (for m =  ± 3 ) equations. The final expressions for the nine energy 
values are :
... (^ i)
(a) m =  0 :
E, =  M(ailCll+A) ±  {(aH^„-A)=>+24a. =*}*] ,
(—ve for s =  0, for s =  5)
E, ■■= aii i^i (for 5 =  4)
(b) m =  ± 1  :
Ef — aiiC(i*j (j =  1. 3, 6) where x/ b are the roots of the cubic
equation
(c) m =  ± 2
(d) m =  ± 3  :
a;3_(2-f4)2a!2+(2^-5i52)a;+6B2 =  0 
A = { ^ |x £ n ) ,  £  =  (axCx/aiiCll)
El — i[(A—a||^ii)±{(A+aiiCii)4'8ax }*]
—ve for t =  2, -{-ve for f =  7
... (7)
-2a|l?,|.
. . .  (8)
... (9)
Here, and in the following expressions the suffix j  stands for p  =  I, 3, 6, s for 
P =  0, 4, 5, and < for p  =  2, 7, p  =  0 ,1 , ... 8 representing the nine energy levels.
The levels corresponding to E, are singlets, while the rest are doublets.
The principal magnetic susceptibilities of the Fe{H20)8‘^+ complex, and 
Kx. along and normal to the trigonal axis, are then calculated from the first and 
second order Zeeman terms,
< t n m  1 I and ^  I I | to > 1 ‘
whore the magnetic moment operator fi takes the form 
n  A(-anfciii/+2>Sf2) 
and ff'i =  ^
(dr the || and J[_ directions of the ligand fitdd, respectively. The final expression 
for susceptibility is
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K  =  [ M  t'xp i ~  ] \" k T Z lT V p Z o ^ ^  k T ^ l i '
V " ) } ]  -
whei(‘
and
^ = z for ^ — II 
 ^ Tz- X — y for V ~  \ ,
and ^^e so(!ond order Zeeman terms defined above,
Z is tho f>artition sum 2  W exp (Ea—Ej,)lkT, W being the degeneracy of thePp-th level. Tn the following expressions for the <?’s, q is a floating index which 
takes the values as indicated.
=  2{a„*,|(c/-«/■ =)+2ft/+4c/}2 j  -  1, 3. 6
=  0
( V )  _  2[V(2-a||fc,,)+4a„’*]2 for t - 2  
and =  2[Oij*(2--a||*;,i)+4Vl® for t 1
2(4~a„fc„)*
=  S  {2{i-\-et\\kn)CjCQ-^-2bjbg— Ci\\kiiajag)l{Eq— E f )
(? — li 3, 6; q ¥^j)
G,8<‘> =  2(2+a|,jfci|)2oA/(^9--®l) (? =  2 ,7; q ^ t )
(?«<') =  S  {2 I < s  I /til 1 q >
q (=  0, 4, 5; q ^  s)
I < «  I /f,i I g >  I * =  2ao2(2+a||fc||)2 for s ,q  =  0,4t 
=  26o“(2+a||*ii)® for s, q =  4, 5  
=  0 for e, q =  5, 0
G'a,<«> =  0
=  0
=  S  2 A ,} ^ I ( E ,- E f ) +  2  2 B ,i^ /{ E ,-E i)
*  t
0^<*> =  S  2 A ,i* l ( E f - E ,)
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=  2  2B ,} y ( E f - E ,) + 2 C tV { E t - E s )
where
=  2  2 G ,^ j{E t-E ^ ).
A ,f  =  v ®  (a^6o+6^ao)4-2cjao> (« == ®)
\ / 2
=  v ^ a ^ +  -  V2c,-. (« =  4)V 2
a ^ /a=  V'3(6(/*/—2«o^i)— - -  (bd>j— 2a ^ f , )
y/2
+  V26„6i (s =  6)
== ( V 6  62a - f - 2 aa6^)— (fea^i+aaC^ ),  == 2 )■ v/2
-By =  (-v/goaa^— 26267) — {b fa ^ — C fb ^ ), {t —  7 )
O', == f 2 6 2 - ‘? ^ a 2 ) . ( <  =  2)'  ^ / 2  '
( 2 ^ 2+  ^ 6 2 ) ,(<  =  7)
«o =  { V 3  “ x C l  / ( ‘X i i C t l — - ^ o ) } l > o >  2 o o * + V  =  1
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a,. =  cj ; bj■ 2^Ej
U) +6/*+c^® =  1
_  \ /2  <^x .
2ac£j^E j
V2a^ Ci
C;
and ki 'b (i =  1| , JL) are the orbital reduction factors along and normal to the 
three-fold axis of the complex.
D I S C U S S I O N S
Our magnetic measurements show the absence of any phase change in ferrous 
fluosilicate, as has been observed in the manganese, cobalt and copper salts. 
The structure of all those salts appears to be the same at room temperature 
(Pauling, 1930) and is a close-packed one. The reason why phase transition occurs 
in only some of these crystals and not in others is not yet clear. The thermal 
stability of the crystals is probably more directly related to the geometry of the 
packing and lattice dynamical conditions than to the configurational instability 
of the metal-ligand complex arising from the electronic degeneracy of the central 
ion (Jahn Teller effect). It may be noted that both Co^ *^  and Fe^ "^  have an orbital 
triplet level lying lowest in a cubic field which splits leaving lowest either a singlet 
or a Kramers’ dotibk^t under the action of the lower symmetry field and spin orbit 
coupling and should, therefore, be stabilized against Jahn-Tellcr distortions 
(Van Vleck, 1960).
Because of the non-occurrence of a phase transition in either of the Fc^^ 
and Zn^+ salts in the temperature range studied, the effect of the latter in the mixed 
crystals is mainly to ‘dilute’ former ions in the lattice, in contrast to the case of 
the Co, Zn mixed crystals whose magnetic (and similar) properties arc quite dif­
ferent from those of the cobalt salt which shows a phase transition at low tem­
peratures (Majumdar and Datta, 1965). Thus, for instance, the . A;\; vs. T  
curve for the Fe^+ salt and that diluted wdth about an equal part of Zn^+ 
are very similar (sec figure 1). However, the slope of these curves decreases with 
increasing dilution, indicating that the strength of the anisotropic ligand field and 
its thermal variation is dependent upon changes in th(  ^crystal lattice brought about 
by dilution and their induced effects on the primary Fe(H20)e^^ cluster (Van Vleck, 
1939). The effect of dilution on the e.s.r. values is discussed later.
In calculating the energy levels from the above theory one observes that the 
lowest level turns out to be a singlet for negative values of A while it is a 
doublet for positive values of it. The susceptibility data of Jackson (1959)
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a t low temporatures, as well as our data a t high temperatures can be explained 
only on the assumption of negative values of A. The resulting energy level 
structure and the nat/ure of the thermal variation of susceptibility are mainly 
responsible for the observed fact that Xi > X\\ fhe temperature range 
studied, although the Fe(H2 0 )g octahedron is shown to be elongated from the neu­
tron diffraction data (Hamilton 1962).
In correlating the theoretical expressions for the susceptibilities of the ionic 
complex, Ki, with the experimental values, Xi^  (A"» fherc being one molecule
in the unit (‘,ell), we have obtained by trial and error a set of values of a^ *, k\,
(/ =  i| , _jL) and A which would give the best fit with the anisotropy and susceptibi­
lity data. W(‘ have assumed the first three parameters to be temperature inde­
pendent, only A being assumed to vary with temperature (Bose, ei al. 19(50, ct 
seq.). As mentioned earlier, Eicher (1963) chose the variable to be the Figgis 
parameter (^  ( =  A/ [ A | ). He found that S varied with temperature in the rang<^  
1°— from 6 to 9 in the perpendicular direction but remained constant at 7.5 
in the axial direction. However, there seems to be absolutely no reason why S 
should be different in the two directions and vary with T  in only one of them 
while remaining constant in the* other. Furthermore, as already mentioned, he 
did not take into consideration the covalency factors, as w'e have done here. In 
the table II I  we have given the values of th(' fixed parameters a t the lop 
and have shown how A has to be varic^d witli T  to give a good fit with the 
experimental data.
The values of the parameters a th  and at^i chosen here are of the expected 
order of magnitude, since the admixture coefficients oa are likely to be only slightly 
less than 1, the spin orbit coupling being small; furthermoix*, the orbital and spin 
orbit reduction factors are generally known to be between 0.8 and 0.9 for the 
M(H20)6^+ complexes. The energy levels thus calculated have been labelled 
liere as A'j,, ... jhJ^  in order of increasing energies. I t  may be noted that the
calculated values of the moments, /it, are much less sensitive to variations in ath 
and at^i than to changes in A in the temperature range studied. For the sake ol 
completen(‘S8 we have included ihe experimental data of Jackson (1969)* in 
the range 4.2"^  and IT 'K  in the above table and have also shown the calculated 
values obtained with the chosen ligand field parameters. I t  will then be seen 
that A has to be varied from -—686 cm“  ^ a t SOO^ 'K to —830 cm^^ a t 1T"K and 
then chang(*d to —730 cm*^ at 4.2'^K for the undiluted crystal. For the diluted 
crystal, however, the variations are much larger, A changing from —-600 
at 300'^K to —1065 cm at lOO^K. The substitution of Zn^  ^for in the dilute 
crystal thus appreciably affects the ligand field behaviour of the Fe(H2 0 )6'^  ^
complex.
♦ The values of Xx had to be obtained by suitable transposition of his graph for Xx • 
T vs. T, and are necessarily approximate.
TABLE 1
M agnetic an isotrop y and susceptib ilities o f F eSiF8.6B 2() 
(in terpolated  values in 10"® cgs e.m , units)
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r(°K .) AX X i Xii X
300 3,851 12.467 9,613 J 1,5 1 6
2 SO 3,121 13,325 10,201 12,285
260 3,437 14,3.30 10,893 13,198
240 3^006 1.3..3 87 1 1,681 14,285
220 4,531 17.091 12,557 15,580
200 5.230 1 S.900 13.670 17,157
ISO 6 J  17 21.107 15,050 19,128
1 GO 7.313 33,938 16,625 21.501
1 U) 0,036 37.436 18,400 24,424
120 11,121 33,183 20,759 28,375
] oo 1 1,570 3S,S00 24,230 32,944
90 16,437 4 3 J2 2 26,665 37,633
T A B L E  11
la g n etic  an isotropy and susceptib ilities o f  FeSiFa-tiHgO, 
wZnSiFa.HHgO (interpolated  vahies, in 10-® cgs e.m . units),
(n == 0.856).
T C K ) AX Xx Xn X
300 2,4 S4 12,144 9,660 1 1,3 I 6
380 2,760 13,030 10,260 12,109
360 3 JO S 1 1,023 10,915 12,987
310 3,522 15,252 11,730 14,078
230 4,060 16,680 12,620 1 5,327
2(*0 4,683 18,421 13,738 1 6,859
180 5,518 20,593 15,075 18,7e54
160 6,650 23,300 16,650 2 1,083
U O 8,245 26,835 I 8.590 24,087
120 10,522 31,628 21,100 28,113
100 13,850 38,625 24,775 34,008
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TABLE III
Thermal variation of the anisotropic field parameter, A, in 
(a) FeSiFe.fiH^O:
a„fc„ =  0.8; ax =  0.8; a|, — 87 cm~^; ax fj. =  —90 cm”^
T{^K) em-i
txi
naln. obs. rale.
300
250
200
150
100
086
730
770
800
8J5
4.802
4.752
4.676
4.573
4.401
4.812 
4.732 
4.650 
4.550 
4.365
6.463
5.468
6.497
5.534
6.570
5.460
5.465
5.487
5.500
5.540
77.3
20.4 
4 .2
(from Jackson’s dn ta , 1969) 
830 4.247 4.227
780 |2 .7 1 5  2.752
730 0.75S 0.782
5.50 
5.75 
4.44
5.53 
5.826 
4.51
(b) FeSiFe.6H,0, nZnSiF,.6H20 : (n =  0.86r^ )
“ 11*11 =  0.8; ttx kx =  0.8; a,! ,^, =  92 om^^; — 94 cm~*
300 600 4.817 4.835 6.496 5.510
250 900 4.713 4.758 5.459 .5 484
200 9.10 4.690 4.650 6.422 5.425
150 9.')0 4.561 1 550 6.399 5.400
100 1066 4.497 4.470 5.403 5.412
Since the lowest level in ferrous fluosilicate is nondegenerate, Ef,, and the next 
higher level, JS?,, lies over 10 cm~^  higher up, no e.s.r. spectra can be observed 
in this crystal with the microwave frequencies and magnetic fields ordinarily 
used (Abragam and Pryce, 1951). E^  being a doublet will of course, be split by 
the magnetic field, and an e.s.r. signal, if observed, will correspond to a forbidden 
transition. Some estimates of the effective g-values were therefore made by 
Palumbo (1958) from the susceptibility of Jackson (1959). Using a third order 
perturbation technique and considering only the three lowest energy levels, he 
showed that good fit with the experimental data could be obtained at low tempera­
tures on the assumption A> >  ] A | , if one used a fictituous spin quantum number, 
8' =  2 in the usual Spin Hamiltonian formula. The following values were 
deduced : gn =  2.00; gx =  2.12; D =  10.9 cm~ ;^ A =  1200 cm~^ . Almost the
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same values were arrived at by Ohtsuka (1959) from his own a.c. susceptibility 
data at low temperatures. The fit with the experimental data above 77°K is 
very poor, apparently because of increased population of and higher levels 
at high temperatures.
Rubins (1962) has reported c.s.r. data in Fc, Zn mixed fiuosilicates. He 
deduced the gf||-values somewhat indirectly in crystals containing 2, 10, 20 per cent 
of the Fe*  ^ salt as 2.38, 2.4, 2.2, while g± in only the first crystal was estimated 
as 2.6. These have been ascribed to transitions between the il/,' - - 1 doublet.
For the undiluted crystal g\\ was found to be ~  9, ascribed by him to transitions in 
the M ,'  =  i 2  doublet. These transitions, usually forbidden, were assumed to 
occur because of second order splitting of the Zeeman levels.
We have calculated the first order gr-values for transitions within the Ej^ doublet 
from the corresponding wave functions using the relationship :
'Jw ~  2 1 ■ 1^^ 11 — I I; ffj. =  2 1 1 —aj. | ]
which come out as : </n 3.88, g^ — 0, which are considerably different from
those reported by Rubins. This apparently arises from the extensive substitution 
of Zn'-*' for Fe®+ in the crystal lattice which modifies the ligand field behaviour 
at the Fe®+ ion in the crystal.
We are grateful to Prof. A. Bose, D.Sc., F.N.I., for his keen interest and 
helpful suggestions in connection with this work.
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